GOVERNMENT OF NATIONAL CAPITAL TERRITORY OF DELHI
DIRECTORATE OF EDUCATION, ESTABLISHMENT – III,
ROOM NO.222, OLD SECRETARIATE, DELHI – 110054

No.F.DE.3(77)/E-III/Promotion/2010/15954–15960 Dated 12/10/11

To,

The District DDE’s,
All Districts of D.O.E.,
Directorate of Education,
GNCT of Delhi.

Sub:- Collection of dossiers/applications of promoted Assistant Teachers to the post of TGT/TGT (MIL).

Sir/Madam,

This office have already promoted 392 Assistant Teachers of DOE/MCD and Laboratory Assistants of DOE and accordingly posted in various schools of this Directorate under Delhi Government and their dossiers are to be forwarded in concerned Districts.

In view of the above, you are therefore requested to depute an official and a class IV employee to receive the dossiers pertaining to the concerned District DDEs from the office of the undersigned on or before 20.10.2011 alongwith the authority letter of your district duly attested signatures of the authorized official.

This may be treated on Top Priority.

Yours faithfully,

(K.S. SEHRAWAT)
A.D.E. (E-III)